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Thank you for the comments. All of these comments were useful to improve our repos-
itory and paper. Please see our responses below.

>To provide sample input data and output results so that if the code needed to be re-
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written in another programming language it would be easier to reproduce the original
output results.

Thank you for this very useful suggestion. We have now included sample input data
and output results for each repositories. If the sample input data size exceeds the
GitHub limit, either the location information is provided or it is suggested to contact the
author, which is described in the Readme page for each repository.

>To include a table in the beginning of Section 3, which would display some details of
each diagnostics approach described in the article (i.e. Why that diagnostic was useful,
what input data it required, etc)

We have created a table which summarizes the descriptions of each of the diagnostics.
(The pdf file is attached)

>For one of the diagnostics included in the article, I found that, in the original paper
(Sherwood at el., 2014) the authors restricted measurements to tropical ocean regions
from 160 W to 30 E to compute the D parameter. However, in the code provided in
GitHub repository in support of the article, the authors use area between 160 W and
45 E to compute the D. I would recommend keeping the method used in the code
consistent with the original research.

Since this author was extremely busy, I created a folk branch, modified the region from
45E to 30E. Pull request has been sent to the author.

>Figure 3: I think this Figure is unnecessary and I suggest removing it.

The figure has been removed.

>Figure 8: I have difficulty reading the text associated with the colorbars.

In the revised figure the font size of the number next to the colour bar has been in-
creased. (The revised figure attached)
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Fig. 1. Konsta et al (2015) figure
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Fig. 2. Summary Table
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